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about
Starvision MecWise ERP  are solutions that assist

government & private institutions to   manage better

business in finance & operations.

 

With proven solutions that provide dynamic competitive

tools which are highly scalable and easily configurable

innovative solutions , giving our clients cutting edge

technology & better results.

 

Our platform innovates the way you manage

finances , payments , company operations , stocks

& inventories & fixed assets .

 

We make business goals succeed , helping you to

accomplish them with the right technology and the

best support and thought leadership.

WE HELP BUILD &
SCALE YOUR

BUSINESS

" What's measured

improves"  

 

Peter F. Drucker



Fast Deployment | SaaS (Software as a Service) approach allows easy

deployment

Easy Access to Innovation | Cloud provides easy way to update solutions,

eliminating extra investments when a software/technology gets outdated

Scalable | Cloud-based ERP is easily scalable to your business expansion

Real-Time Assessments | Data & Information are tracked real-time with

instant data analysis

Less Dependency on IT Support  |  SaaS  (Software as a Service)

approach takes away worries on security updates or maintenance

Lower Investment Cost | Cloud-based ERP offers more value for lower

upfront costs

24/7 Access | Cloud-based ERP allows access to critical information

anytime/anywhere, giving em- ployees sense of control analysis

MecWise ERP brings comprehensive, fully-integrated cloud ERP solutions.

Riding on the latest and future proof technology, the applications are

accessible anytime, anywhere.



MecWise Finance is a comprehensive and fully integrated financial business

system designed to fit, meet and solve your financial challenges. Built on forefront

technology, the system provides endless collaboration of Finance (AR Invoicing and AP

invoicing), sales, purchasing and inventory information to provide necessary tools to run

your business efficiently, effectively and electronically.

 

MecWise Finance enables you to manage from your tedious record keeping functions

that are parts and parcels of the traditional/manual approach to Financial

Management.

 

a. Pop-up screens are available for accessing into customers’ information

 

b. Unlimited supplier and invoice entries. 

 

c. Multi-currency transactions capability with reference to the base and second

currency

 

d. Currency exchange rate can either be retrieved from the customer master or

manually updated. AP, AR modules can run as a stand alone module or

integrated with stock inventory

 

e. Exporting reports in Excel, html or word format Batch/ Single printing Function
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Financial Screenshots : 
General Ledger ( GL )
Accounts Receivable ( AR )
Accounts Payable ( AP )



Designed to fit, meet and solve your financial operations. The system provides

endless collaboration of financial and inventory information to provide you

with the necessary tools to run your business efficiently and effectively and

helps organization to continuously improve financial operations.

 

a. Complete audit trial for auditing and tracing purposes 

 

b. Perform house keeping of historical data periodically. 

 

c. The system will generate the necessary SST details when user

specified which items are to be included SST.

 

Inventory System is to record the cost and the movement of the goods. 

MecWise Inventory Subsystem is designed to maintain the master records,

perform inventory control, on-screen inquiry, generate reports and other

functions supporting the administration of the stock.The System generates

various inventory reports for management analysis about inventory sales and

turnover performance. From the system you can identify the performance of the

inventory items without much delay and have better control over your current

assetss.
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Stock & Inventory Screenshots



Fixed Asset (FA) module is designed to help monitor fixed assets of the

organization, accounting for and managing their fixed assets. The main

objective of module is to provide complete management control over fixed

assets and to eliminate time and effort normally associated with this task.The

module serves as an asset register and monitoring tool for tracking maintenance

agreements. 

 

In addition, the module enables users to determine cost effectiveness between

incurring further repair and maintenance cost and cost of replacement.Some of

the functional features of the fixed asset system are:

 

a. Provides a complete inventory of fixed assets, including location code

and asset group code

 

b. Provides three most common depreciation methods that can be

specified for an asset 

 

c. Schedules for maintenance service, as well as monitor repair of fixed

asset details

 

d. FA module automatically calculates amount of depreciation to be

expensed for each asset

 

e. Other automatic transactions are generated whenever new assets are

added, disposed, reclassified or adjusted
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Fixed Asset Screenshots



MecWise POS   is a comprehensive and fully integrated Point of Sale

system designed to ease the cashiers’ job. Built on forefront technology, the

system provide you with the necessary tools to run your business efficiently,

effectively and electronically and smooth-en the back-end accounting process.

 

a.Helps organization to continuously enhance productivity

 

b.Full discount/ promotion modules to ease setting of parameters

 

c.Enhance customer service: system supports Gift voucher handling

 

d.Interface with user define-able keyboard 

 

e.Suspend/Retrieve transactions

 

f.Protects your retail front by alerting when retail price is below cost
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Big Data Analytics
Dashboard
 

 

Starvision MecWise ERP are equipped with our reporting and

business intelligence engine to help you produce periodically report

which you can use to manage and lead your organization better.

 

Our reporting system can be integrated with 3rd party software to

provide you most comprehensive insight of your company's financial

performance and how you can now use these data to maximum

effect .

 

Our platform innovates the way you manage businesses and

help your organization to scale up.

 

 



testimonials
" Our company business has been expanding exponentially these

couple of years and our existing system can't really cope with the

growth our company is experiencing , fortunate enough we came

across StarVision that able to help us implement a complete ERP

system to help us spur our company to another level " 

                                                                            - Mr Tan , HR Dept

 

Our company started off as small company with only 12 employees

. Nevertheless , the cost of implementing StarVision is so affordable

that we can use their platform and ecosystem to expand our

business. Now in the 3rd year using StarVision system , we grown to

more than 50 employees .

                                                                           - Norhasa , HR Dept

 

" Our company business has been expanding exponentially these

couple of years and our existing system can't really cope with the

growth our company is experiencing , fortunate enough we came

across StarVision that able to help us implement a complete ERP

system to help us spur our company to another level "

                                                                                              - Elaine
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COPC was looking for Employee Self Service Portal for eLeave, eClaim, Business Travel Request, eTraining and
eProfile. We have successfully implemented Off-the-shelve MecWise ESS with customisation tailored to CPOC’s
requirement. And we have implemented seamless integration to CPOC’s SAP HR for personal profile updates
and SAP Finance for Claims and Reimbursement posting.
 
With the successful implementation of ESS Portal, HR has safe a lot of enquiries from employees on Leave
balance, leave history, claim status, etc. And the main key benefit is, MecWise eClaim system help to reduce the
turn-around-time of claim processing. Hence, HR and Finance achieved higher efficiency of work.
 
 
 
As part of expansion, Solar Alert see the importance to automate and streamline some of its business 
 processes. With that ambition, Solar Alert has successfully implemented full fledge MecWise ERP system for
their Finance and HR operation. With the successful implementation of MecWise ERP, it enables the
management to see clearly our business performance, analyze and change business processes and to make us
become more competitive.

Environment Idaman has been awarded the concessionaire to take over the garbage collection service from
Kedah State. With that, the management sees the importance of having an efficient HRMS system in order to
smoothly take over the state government task force within short period of time. Especially during the transition. 
 
With the implementation of MecWise HRMS solution, Enviroment Idaman managed to overcome the challenge
of taking over the state government task force.
 
 

Carigali PTTEPI Operating Company ( CPOC )

Solar Alert Sdn Bhd

Pertubuhan Keselamatan Sosial ( PERKESO )

The Social Security Organisation (SOCSO) was established as one of the government departments under the
Ministry of Human Resources. Since incorporation of SOCSO, there are number of functional modules
implemented to support the HR operation and management SOCSO personnel.
 
 
 
Pembangunan Sumber Manusia Berhad ( PSMB )

Another agency under MOHR. Together with HRDF2.0 implementation. MecWise HRMS and MecWise Financial
was being implemented with seamless integration to HRDF Core system (eTris). Handles full fledge of HR
operation and financial functions.
 
 Syarikat Bekalan Air Selangor (SYABAS)

Implemented full spectrum of MecWise HRMS. During the consolidation of SYABAS with subsidiaries. To support
the rapid growth from 2500 to 4000 employees with the period of two years.
 
 Environment Idaman Sdn Bhd

Agensi Inovasi Malaysia ( AIM )

As part of exercise to comply with GST requirement and SAGA compliance, AIM has adopted MecWise Financial
and eClaim to handle the Financial function and Management Reporting to Account General.
 
 



ARE YOU READY TO TAKE
CONTROL OF YOUR FUTURE?

engagement options
 

Organization purchase , license ,install and own the 

entire setup including hardware , operating software 

and business application software.

STARVISION provides support via annual maintenance

agreement.

Organizations internal team of IT personnel will 

provide 1st level support to end-users

Commonly referred to as " Cloud , SaaS is a

software-on-demand platform.

SaaS provoiders own the hardware infrastructure and

make software usage available on subscription mode.

Organizations subscribing to SaaS does not incur 

hefty upfront investment for infrastructure and setup

STARVISION provides function outsourcing such as 

Payroll processing , annual tax return , Leave , Claim

Management etc.

Flexible services , customized to suit organization needs.

Allow HR Personnel to focus more on strategic HR 

Functions rather than routine functions

 

Purchase and Own

 

 

Cloud Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)

 

 

Outsourcing

 



 

contact 
Starvision Information Technology Sdn Bhd

D-13-5, Menara Mitraland, No. 13A, Jalan PJU

5/1, Kota Damansara, Selangor, Malaysia

47810

 

email : enquiry@starvisionit.com.my

tel :  +603-76216325

             

 

 

Visit us :

www.starvisionit.com.my

WE HELP BUILD &
SCALE UP
BUSINESS

" The true measure of the

value of any business leader

and manager is

performance" 
 

Brian Tracy


